Roles of conserved residues in the arginase family.
Arginases and related enzymes metabolize arginine or similar nitrogen-containing compounds to urea or formamide. In the present report a sequence alignment of 31 members of this family was generated. The alignment, together with the crystal structure of rat liver arginase, allowed the assignment of possible functional or structural roles to 32 conserved residues and conservative substitutions. Two of these residues were previously identified as functionally essential by analysis of inherited defects in the type I arginase gene. Nearly half of the conserved residues are either glycines or prolines located at critical bends in the protein structure. Most metal-coordinating residues, including one histidine and four aspartic acid residues, are strictly conserved. Two additional histidines involved in metal-binding and catalysis are conserved in all arginases and in almost all other family members. Two positions with invariant similarities may serve as indirect metal ligands. Evolutionary relationships within this family were also suggested. Vertebrate type I and II arginases appear to have developed independently from an early gene duplication event. A ureohydrolase sequence from Caenorhabditis elegans is more closely related to other arginases than previously appreciated, while unclassified enzymes from Methanococcus jannaschii and Methanothermus fervidus appear more similar to arginase-related enzymes. In addition, enzymes from Arabidopsis thaliana and Synechocystis, previously identified as arginases, more closely resemble arginase-related enzymes than currently known arginases.